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Abstract
The twenty-first century technological advances driven by exponential rise of artificial intelligence (AI) technology have 
ushered in a new era that offers many of us hitherto unimagined luxuries and facilities. However, under the guise of this 
progressive discourse, particularly in the backdrop of current neo-liberal late-capitalist postmodern world, AI develop-
ment also has prompted an increasingly uncertain ethical tomorrow. This paper aims to probe the question of ethics by 
exploring the true ramifications of AI and interrogating its various ethical dimensions. It questions the essential good-
ness that is attributed to unstinted AI development before elucidating the ethical repercussions of AI advancements 
and the aptness of the current market logics and business models that govern the tech-industry. The paper next posi-
tions a holistic Islamic virtue-based AI ethics framework grounded in the context of Islamic objectives (maqāṣid) as an 
alternative ethical system for AI governance. We argue that this distinctive Islamic virtue-based ethical approach, which 
can be used to explore AI-related ethical problems more holistically due to its ontological base and rich tradition while 
keeping in check undue influence from the current socio-politico-economic climate, can be a valuable addition to the 
global discourse on AI ethics.

Keywords AI ethics · Islamic ethics

1 Introduction

Recent advances in machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI), driven by the ability to process large amounts 
of data, to learn patterns and make predictions has turbo charged the potency of traditional technology. In contrast to 
an overly optimistic view of technology driven by a simplistic progressivist attitude towards science and technology 
sees technological progress as necessary, even inevitable, for the next leap of the evolution of the Homo sapiens, there 
are now growing concerns over the harms that can be wrought by these technologies (referred to as “weapons of math 
destruction” by Cathy [35]. As documented by Vinuesa et al. [52] and Latif et al. [25], AI technology based on data pro-
cessing is not neutral or without harmful concomitants and can both promote or inhibit human development [25, 38].

Triggered by the backlash over unethical practices of tech organizations, whether inadvertent or intentional, there 
has been a groundswell of interest in developing code of ethics and national policies. Numerous organizations have 
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developing guidelines and principles for developing ethical AI including IEEE’s Ethically Aligned Design;1 Microsoft’s AI 
Principles;2  DeepMind’s Ethics and Society Principles;3 and Google’s AI Principles [36]. There are in fact now a plethora of 
options for one looking for an AI code of ethics—Mittelstadt noted in 2019 at least 84 public–private initiatives articulat-
ing ethical principles that can guide AI [31]. Some ethics certification programs are cropping up for autonomous and 
intelligent systems such as IEEE’s ECPAIS as well as ethical inspection of AI [55].4

A recent global survey by Jobin et al. [20] has shown that even though there are certain ethical principles—such as 
transparency, justice and fairness, non-maleficence, responsibility, and privacy—that are globally considered desirable, 
there is considerable divergence on how these principles are interpreted and how much each is emphasized depending 
on the stakeholders’ values. Furthermore, most of these ethics codes are non-legislative policy instruments and serve 
as guidelines or “soft law”, which are not legally binding. While all these apparently well-intentioned initiatives aim to 
ensure that AI technology is used to benefit humanity and lead to their well-being, it is necessary that a critical discourse 
is initiated to consider the basis upon which a technology may be judged as beneficial and how can it be ensured that 
the benefits of AI accrue broadly and universally without any undue disadvantage to segments of humanity.

Various prominent modern critics—including Neil Postman, Evgeny Morozov, and even Elon Musk, Bill Gates—have 
expressed concern over the current trajectory of AI technology and the danger it poses to human civilization and val-
ues. This is not unique to AI technology and various philosophers and critics—Martin Heidegger, Jacques Ellul, Herbert 
Marcuse, and Lewis Mumford—have previously made trenchant critiques of the dangers of technology [51]. From tech-
nological determinism to technological lifeworld, a range of understanding has been developed to calibrate the extent to 
which technology can dominate its creator [33].

A good degree of optimism, however, still pervades those developing, and funding AI projects. AI developers cite that, 
“Artificial intelligence constitutes a major form of scientific and technological progress, which can generate considerable 
social benefits by improving living conditions and health, facilitating justice, creating wealth…” [29]. These reasons are 
often used to suggest why an optimistic and assuring mood must be exhibited by both states and markets to ensure an 
unrestricted development of AI. When it is said that, “Intelligent machines are not limited to performing better calcula-
tions than human beings; they can also interact with sentient beings, keep them company and take care of them…” [29], 
it is presumed that all such actions are conducive to increasing social welfare.

But it is here that one must interject and remind oneself that these “benefits” are largely loose presuppositions. The 
unprecedented changes then being brought upon in the social-moral world by means of AI, which already remains ridden 
with complexities and issues of inequalities and injustices, ask us to develop a thorough framework of understanding 
and inspecting such changes before they are taken at face value and termed as benefits. One must also ask who defines 
what is beneficial and what is not? For instance, can machines taking care of sentient beings be socially beneficial? What 
kind of a prior socioeconomic-moral landscape would lead to the need for this kind of automated care and in what ways 
this in turn would affect the development of virtues on an individual level and human well-being on a collective scale? 
How can we determine whether human or mechanical care is superior since this would depend on the virtues and values 
we prioritize in our understanding of human well-being?

With growing ethical dilemmas and unforeseen consequences of technology, it is important that we focus on studying 
the effects of AI technology more holistically in the current global context, which is dominantly neo-liberal democratic 
and late-capitalist. In this paper, after evaluating the inconsistencies of the current attitudes and models for the social-
ethical orienting of the AI, we will discuss and refer to the Islamic guidelines for evaluating AI, highlighting how that has 
definite and agreed upon sources of guidance, clearly defined set of ethical principles and a strong consensus on the 
definition of well-being and the conception of a good life.

2 https:// www. micro soft. com/ en- us/ ai/ respo nsible- ai.
3 https:// deepm ind. com/ about/ ethics- and- socie ty.
4 IEEE’s Ethics Certification Program for Autonomous and Intelligent Systems (ECPAIS) https:// stand ards. ieee. org/ indus try- conne ctions/ 
ecpais/.

1 https:// ethic sinac tion. ieee. org/.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/responsible-ai
https://deepmind.com/about/ethics-and-society
https://standards.ieee.org/industry-connections/ecpais/
https://standards.ieee.org/industry-connections/ecpais/
https://ethicsinaction.ieee.org/
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2  A critical look at the AI revolution: benefits and costs

2.1  Advancements in AI and progress

Far from being confined to a few fringe domains, AI is now well-entrenched in the gamut of civic life affecting the fates 
of human beings across the world in various high-stake domains such as education (deciding who gets or does not get 
admitted); banking (deciding who gets or does not get a bank loan); policing (who is released or not released on parole); 
and politics (who gets elected and who does not) [1]. This motivates the need for AI technology should be foolproof and 
should have gone through a rigorous process of checking for its safety, performance, and robustness. But on the contrary, 
we now have overwhelming empirical evidence that AI applications are not objective or value neutral [35] or even robust 
or safe [39]. We now know that notwithstanding the conveniences it creates [5], AI applications disadvantage minorities, 
engenders inequality, and poses a big challenge to the stability of democratic processes [8, 18, 35].

Can these AI advancements, which enable machines to decide human fate, be labelled as progressive? Rivers claims 
that progress is progressive, where it is tied to some form of improvement, but not at the expense of some loss [43]. In 
simpler words, progress is defined as something that provides a gain, but if that gain causes more loss than the gain, we 
cannot classify the gain as progressive. Even though the technologists are prone to viewing AI’s future optimistically, 
with a new tool or feature being introduced in the name of human ‘betterment’, a critical evaluation of the numerous 
ethical and moral questions raised by AI regarding injustice in the world and deterioration in the character and values 
of human individuals and societies is warranted.

Ironically, one of the main reasons motivating the use of AI applications in preference to human actors, in addition to 
increased efficiency, was its purported “neutrality” and “objectivity”, which was supposed to eliminate such prejudices. 
The outcome of AI algorithms, however, is dependent on the input, which means if the historical data is biased, the 
model is likely to be biased as well. Various reported incidents of bias in AI based systems, and the unfair outcomes it 
can lead to, have shown us that AI models are not neutral or objective, and cannot be assumed to be intrinsically fair, 
as they only reflect the views of the one who builds them and the data that they are fed [44]. For instance, COMPAS, an 
AI risk assessment model for predicting defendant reoffending probability used in various US states, was analyzed by 
researchers, and found to be biased against the black population as many black people were labelled high-risk offenders 
compared to people of fair complexion who had similar or even worse profiles [2, 24]. Even AI algorithms used for object 
detection in self-driving cars have been shown to be vulnerable to such a color bias, with higher accuracies reported for 
detecting individuals with lighter skin tones, implying that black people are more likely to be hit by self-driving cars [11].

Other types of bias, e.g., gender bias, are also rampant. Buolamwini [8] has demonstrated that commercial state-of-
the-art AI services are biased against minorities with female minorities suffering with the worst error rates among the 
various demographic groups. When Amazon attempted to shortlist candidates for recruitment using AI in 2014, it was 
discovered that their model was likely to prefer male applicants to female applicants with similar credentials [22].

In addition, the inscrutable nature of modern AI tools, which in a black-box fashion provide predictions but without 
explanations, and the vulnerability of modern AI techniques to adversarial attacks, put into question the trustworthiness 
of such AI methods and if these methods really deserve the mass adoption in critical systems that we are observing [40].

2.2  Questioning the ‘Why’ of AI

Another issue we see in this technological era is that we automatically accept the technology for what it is rather than 
questioning it. Postman describes this as giving technology a ‘mythic’ status [37]. When technology is granted this status, 
it is assumed to be accepted as it is, without any attempt to control, question or modify it. The problem isn’t the use of 
AI, but rather the indispensable dependence on technology where it becomes natural to adapt to technological values 
rather than questioning them. Simply put, when evaluating AI or formulating AI ethics, the emphasis is on ‘how’, rather 
on ‘why’. We can refer to Heidegger here. For instance, technology promotes ease and convenience, but one must ask 
why ease and convenience? Why a prolonged life? Why have desires fulfilled? Technology only answers the hows but 
not the whys. We argue that instead of focusing on just the how, it is more important to focus on the why.

AI comes with the promise of increasing efficiency and unprecedentedly increasing our human control. From smart 
screens to smart appliances, everything is controlled just with a touch of a button. But this has also resulted in AI applica-
tions detaching the humane component from human societies. Why does one need to have control, and to what extent 
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are human beings supposed to wield such control over their lives? Experiencing losses, bearing pain and suffering, 
having time alone for introspection, are all part of our human condition, that aid us in moral development, growth, and 
character-building. Deputing valuable, virtue-instilling tasks, to intelligent machines marks the dichotomy between ease 
via efficiency and character making via difficulties and challenges.

When there is a debate on the ethics of AI, a common approach is to view certain artifacts in isolation and providing 
a set of guidelines on how to use them. This approach assumes that technology is value-neutral, and its outcome is 
dependent on how it is used. It entails that technology in itself does not have a ‘will’ or an intention, and thereby, it is to 
be only classified as a tool that is used as the subjects (the humans) desire it to be used [33]. When this premise posit-
ing the value neutrality of technology is accepted, the true purpose of why an AI application is being designed escapes 
scrutiny and is never inquired. This promotes the development of “technology for the sake of technology.”

2.3  Ethical dilemmas of AI

It is often thought that AI empowers human beings by providing more autonomy and human control. But at the same 
time, by posing an ever-increasing number of ethical and moral questions that the current civilization is struggling to 
answer satisfactorily, technology has also led us to trivialize moral values. Hofmann [19] talks about how technology 
complicates our existence by introducing questions that challenge our moral and ethical views. His argument is appli-
cable to AI technology as well, where the technology has given birth to various ethical questions and dilemmas that 
did not exist previously. This has happened in the case of other technologies too, but the nature of these dilemmas has 
been intensified with AI. For instance, AI models are used to detect fetal heart abnormalities, which can allow for early 
treatment and might be able to prevent neonatal deaths [42]. However, parents who do not consult the AI model, and 
have their newborn die raises a moral question, i.e., whether the parents have killed their child by not opting for the 
technology? Adding on to the diagnostic aids, increases the pressure of decision making on multiple levels, in this case 
there is an added burden of deciding whether to use the aid and then whether to go for the early treatment. There is a 
reformulation and reinterpretation of life and death experiences stirred by the availability of such and similar technolo-
gies. Moreover, in case of autonomous cars, Valey and Beker talk about testing the AI model used in the cars on real-world 
roads and raise an ethical question if it is morally acceptable to allow people on public roads to be test subjects for an 
autonomous car’s test run [27]. A similar dilemma can be experienced in the field of medicine and surgery, where the 
question arises if a future medic robot (well-trained on simulations and in controlled environments) should be tested 
on real patients [27]. Although experimentation on human subjects has always been subject to ethical debate, there 
is a new dimension here since other than the status of patient as an experimental subject, the status of the robot as a 
doctor is also debatable.

2.4  The cost of AI—algorithmic oppression and exploitation

We have until now evaluated the ‘potential’ benefits of AI technology and ‘possible’ risks associated with those, we will 
now shed light on the costs of AI technology that we have paid and will likely keep paying. When talking about the 
consequences of AI, the conversations mostly revolve around the impact on individuals and industries, and rarely do we 
talk about the environment. However, research has shown that training AI models, with its massive carbon footprint, is 
damaging for the environment. A study from researchers at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, revealed that train-
ing of large Natural Language Processing (NLP) human language models can emit more than 600,000 pounds of carbon 
dioxide, which is “five times the lifetime emissions of an average American car” [15, 16]. In terms of energy consumption, 
the data centers consume approximately 200 terawatt hours (TWh) of energy each year, which is more than the national 
energy usage of some counties [21].

The costs of AI are not just confined to the environmental costs, there are other costs as well that too often go unno-
ticed. For instance, consider the cost of injustice that marginalized communities pay. We have highlighted previously the 
biases against black people and women that AI algorithms can demonstrate. Mohamed et al. identify other instances of 
biases and algorithmic oppression including facial recognition systems failing to recognize black faces; speech detection 
models classifying black vernacular as toxic” [30], p. 667). The book “Algorithms of Oppression” highlights similar cases of 
algorithmic failures specific to women and blacks [34]. One of the examples from the book highlight the sexist nature of 
Google Search’s autosuggestions feature, where when typed “Women should’’, the search engine suggests: “stay at home”, 
“be controlled”, “be in the kitchen” etc. ([34], p. 15). Similarly, in another instance, when searched for “black women’’, the 
search results showed the links to pornographic sites ([34], p. 4).
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In addition to this, there are also cases where AI technology has been a cause of exploitation of marginalized audi-
ences. For beta-testing2 of applications, organizations consider countries outside of their own as testing grounds, usu-
ally these are low- or middle-income countries or vulnerable populations, since they lack regulations around the data 
and its usage [30], p. 669). Moreover, a company in China hires low-wage workers to label and tag images that are used 
to train machine learning algorithms [54]. The same task in Finland is being performed by prisoners [10]. There is little 
consideration for safety and working conditions for these “ghost workers’’, who are paid at a very low rate [30], p. 668).

It is important to note that as a victim of exploitation and oppression, a certain segment of the population suffers the 
loss, while the other has their hopes pinned on gaining what is not even guaranteed.

2.5  AI, and ‘good life’: a normative approach

Much like the aftermath of the industrial revolution, where the obsession with efficiency that predicated many 
unethical practices being put into place on factory floors, the evaluation of AI technology by engineers, academics, 
and policymakers, seems to have run a similar course with an exclusive focus on accuracy, efficiency, and conveni-
ence, without much thought devoted to ethical considerations such as fairness, human welfare, and social values. 
This was the case up until now when more nuanced evaluations are now emerging.

One avenue leading to ethical AI practice is to look for technological solutions to these ethical problems and 
to strive for better algorithms, and richer and more diverse data sources. Such an approach however is unlikely to 
work as technological progress has a history of creating newer (often unintended and unanticipated) problems. 
Furthermore, complex socio-economic problems rarely are solved by purely technological solutions unless they are 
complemented with appropriate human complements [49, 53]. This realization, along with the manifestation of the 
various harms and moral dilemmas associated with AI technology, has spurred an entire movement of philosophical 
study of AI ethics [20].

The meta-ethical question of defining good or good life or virtuous individuals and communities does not engage 
us here since this paper relies on the revealed sources and the theological cum ethical rules derived from these 
sources, both deductively and inductively and through other interpretive tools. We undertake the normative assess-
ment to establish a criterion to evaluate the moral status of technology, especially AI. Only by having a normative 
ethical framework to define what exactly is the value we need AI to seek and what exactly do we require from 
designers and users to do to realize that value, we can, at a later stage, assess certain practical applications of AI. One 
approach, the liberal conception, is to assume that there is no universal benchmark for this classification, and the 
conception of good differs for each individual depending on their beliefs and value system. Without a set of moral 
principles, the human race risks falling into a nihilistic paradigm, not having firm values to hold onto; values that 
transcend individual and cultural preferences. Even those who want to question the rights and wrongs of AI, on the 
basis of higher values and morality, would find serious difficulties doing so from within this framework. The nature 
of ethical problems ensuing out of AI are global and hence cannot be grounded in the desires and preferences of 
individuals or specific cultural outlooks. We need human-scale evaluation frameworks for AI technology that has 
immense potential not only for harm but also for redefining and reframing ontological presuppositions about the 
nature of human beings and associated concepts.

When there is an absence of a standard to evaluate technology, the technology itself becomes a benchmark of 
evaluation with no consideration afforded to ethical implications. For instance, the Deep Video Portrait project, 
showcased during the 2018 SIGGRAPH, is one of several AI projects being developed that aim “…to demonstrate 
the capabilities of modern computer vision and computer graphics technology…convey them in an approachable and 
fun way” [23]. A project with serious ethical repercussions is being developed with an almost childlike curiosity with 
the stated goal of enhancing the AI community’s understanding of image synthesis, rendering and reconstruction 
without any consideration for the harms it can engender. This spirit is best captured by the mantra “Move Fast and 
Break Things” [48], once articulated as the motto of Facebook, but which now more or less describes the philosophy 
of all of Silicon Valley.

2.6  Limitations of consequentialist AI ethics

A common theme that we find underlying most of the problematic AI applications is the implicit assumption that 
they are beneficial and morally acceptable until any adverse consequences are unveiled. Furthermore, these artifacts 
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are evaluated in isolation despite the fact that technological artifacts cause widespread changes in terms of altering 
human thoughts, ideas, processes, values and worldviews, changes that are too abstract yet significant and notice-
able enough to be observed and measured. Simply put, the technology creates a huge impact on our being and when 
evaluating a single instance of technology in isolation, these paradigmatic shifts often go neglected.

The consequentialist approach to ethics calls for an evaluation based on a utility calculus to capture in advance 
whether the artifact is beneficial or detrimental. Any such approach not only demands a clear definition and con-
sensus over utility, a project that still remains elusive even for modern advocates of utilitarianism but would also 
pose problems given that the calculus would always have the imprint of the calculator’s bias [51]. A consequentialist 
approach may then justify widespread changes in terms of altering human thoughts, ideas, processes, values, and 
worldviews, if the calculator and their calculus give this a high score. Measuring all the consequences together for all 
future possibilities is not pragmatically viable. Value-alignment theorists aim to derive the desired “values” to which 
machines should align their behavior. These values might reveal an individual’s or a community’s preferences, but 
not necessarily indicate what is right, good, just, or appropriate [26].

Further still, the changes that technology, especially AI technology, brings with itself are often opaque and irreversible. 
Vallor [51] describes how the acute technosocial opacity of modern technology makes it “difficult to identify, seek, and 
secure the ultimate goal of ethics—a life worth choosing”. In particular, it is hard to predict how an extremely powerful 
technology will impact the human socio-economic ecosystem as it co-evolves with human beings and society over time. 
There are several AI technologies whose harms have now fully manifested, and it is now too late to undo them. The use of 
AI to develop ultra-personalized news feed algorithms by social networking sites such as Facebook poses serious threats 
to the integrity of democracy processes such as elections [50]. The use of deep learning based AI models has resulted in 
the creation of fake images and videos resulting in cases of defaming, manipulation, and invasion of human privacy. To 
summarize, the outcomes of AI technology are often opaque but also drastic, irrevocable, and widespread. The design 
of AI artefacts demands careful proactive thought as we cannot afford to wait for their consequence to reveal before we 
can evaluate the moral value of the artifact.

2.7  Virtue based AI ethics

Researchers are now turning to virtue-based ethics as a viable framework for responding to the various dilemmas that 
the AI era proposes [51]. If we look at the virtue ethics’ conception of human character development, it is human beings 
who need to strive to rise above their biases in the quest for living by truth and justice. Virtuous human societies do not 
just need efficient, unbiased court trials. Virtuous human societies more than anything else need better human beings 
in pursuit of and exhibiting higher moral ideals.

We then understand that our position with AI should be uncertain at best. A careful analysis of AI demands that a 
standard framework should be set for its evaluation. In continental philosophy, Kant’s deontology and Bentham and 
Mill’s utilitarianism remain the two most widely prescribed normative approaches to resolve ethical dilemmas. One can 
argue that their extension can also be used to analyze larger societal repercussions of AI. However, both the approaches 
remain troubled by their own unique issues.

Consequently, a renewed fervor has lately been exhibited in seeing virtue ethics as an answer to develop a more 
nuanced understanding of the ethical and social dilemmas of the 21st century. A renewed interest in Aristotelian, Confu-
cist, and Buddhist versions of virtue ethics has commenced [51]. Nonetheless, with the renewed interest in virtue ethics, 
efforts have been made to come up with a comprehensive virtue-based ethics system for the ethical development of AI.

Of these efforts, Shannon Vallor’s book “Technology and the Virtues” [51] is the most prominent and aligned themati-
cally with the questions that we have highlighted. She states, “Yet it remains the case that very often, the answers for which 
questions about emerging technology beg are simply not of the ‘yes/no’ or ‘right/wrong’ sort.

Instead, they are questions of this sort: ‘How might interacting with social robots help, hurt, or change us?’…” Her 
solution is the development of “technomoral virtues” that allow us to have very certain and carefully defined universal 
principles that help guide our attitude with different changes being brought upon by the AI. Vallor is quick in understand-
ing the potential of conflict that can arise if a relativist approach is taken with ethics. Yet, with forces of globalization 
and late capitalism, interacting with each other in a dynamic political context, it is extremely hard for States, and even 
more, trans-national corporations, to agree and adhere to a single set of rules. Even when a single set of rules is defined, 
one can understand how conflicts would quickly emerge as different cultures and people from around the globe begin 
interacting with them. Perhaps some would have prioritized some of their goals over others that is the economy over 
the environment, among other trade-offs.
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However, it is precisely this predicament that Vallor tries to overcome by suggesting different technomoral virtues 
that allow us to cultivate a “technomoral wisdom”. Realizing the potential differences between the different classical 
virtue ethics systems, Vallor’s core argument focuses on the central virtues and qualities preached by each system that 
are shared by all systems. In this way, as our interdependence in the techno-social world increases through increased 
globalization, and our challenges and concerns over AI become universal, Vallor’s technomoral virtues become an aid in 
action-guidance that focus on the roots of virtues rather than focusing on their ultimate deliverance. She elaborates that 
in these words, “Our present moral context, the one to which our virtues must be more effectively adapted, is one of increas-
ingly rapid, transformative, global, unpredictable, and interdependent technosocial change.”

In this way, by focusing on particular virtues, Vallor’s thesis emphasizes that “a set of behavioral, cognitive, perceptual, 
and affective habits” are “needed to cultivate oneself in any moral world.” She highlights 12 technomoral virtues we must 
focus on including honesty, self-control, and humility. To elaborate further, she defines technomoral virtue of honesty as 
“…an exemplary respect for truth, along with the practical expertise to express that respect appropriately in technosocial 
contexts.” Whilst Vallor’s thesis moves in the right direction, it fails to develop a holistic understanding of human nature 
that should share the center stage with her technomoral virtues. Her thesis, although normative and thus, addressing the 
question of what ought to be, does not bring into its fold the idea that the post-modern individual still remains objectified 
and constantly trapped in the chasms of the late-capitalist neo-liberal world and how that interferes with the cultivation 
of techno-moral virtues. The question of ethics is inherently always connected to a metaphysics through which it drives 
its system. Vallor, in trying to ensure her virtue ethics does not comment on the essential nature of humans, thereby 
allowing her system to be flexible and universal, does not say much on this inherent connection [14].

Any virtue ethics system should prescribe certain virtue to cultivate a certain conception of a harmonious society as 
its goal. We need a normative ethics that has two poles: one is an agreed upon set of values that has the potential to be 
universally applicable to humanity at large, despite allowing for some pluralistic cultural nuances, the other is a set of 
virtues that can be cultivated by individuals, which are informed by the normative framework and in turn help establish 
its ethical objectives values. The relationship between the normative set of values or objectives and the cultivation of 
virtues would be multidimensional. One goal for cultivating virtues and excellence in character would be striving for 
moral and spiritual excellence. These virtues would help educate the minds and hearts in ways that would allow them to 
transcend the instrumental and calculative aspects of technology and think holistically so as to reach collective benefit 
and well-being, in alignment with the normative objectives. Having a community of virtuous individuals, would make the 
need for many AI applications, especially those that are aimed to substitute human services, redundant, since in order 
to improve morally, there will be strong social bond, mutual cooperation and compassion within the communities. The 
normative framework would allow an evaluation, arbitration, and determination of a set of collective values that are at 
the same time objective, to let the individual virtues grow in directions that foster those values. The virtues, once firmly 
instilled, should allow technomoral choices to be made as individuals users and collective units of designers, develop-
ers, academics, and policymakers. Without the normative framework of values, that acts as a regulatory framework, the 
virtues remain too individual to be able to consciously contribute toward the creation of right AI policies for creating 
harmonious societies. We are in dire need of intra and inter harmonious communities, globally, working toward com-
mon good and well-being, while benefiting from their cultural particularities. Without the individual development of 
virtues, the normative policies could not be properly understood, in their multimodality and hence not actionable in 
collective decision making.

2.8  Objectives and purpose (Maqāṣid) of the Islamic law (Sharʿīah)

The Islamic tradition, followed globally by more than 2 billion people, has a rich ethical tradition spanning more than 
1400 years, that people in the Muslim world are closely tied to. The Islamic tradition is comprehensive and encompasses a 

Fig. 1  Specifying the Levels 
of Necessity in Maqāṣid dis-
course () adapted from [6]
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spectrum of solutions ranging from concrete legal instruments and incentives for the community as well as for individu-
als. Islamic scholars have extrapolated in the light of Qurʾān and Sunnah that the Sharʿīah has certain higher objectives 
and purposes (Maqāṣid). The Maqāṣid theory as developed historically acts as an ethical compass that allows Muslim 
communities to live out all dimensions of their life in accordance with the Sharʿīah. By applying the Maqāṣid approach, 
we can discover ethical principles for all situations faced by human beings.

The Maqāṣid follow a hierarchy in terms of prioritization of the necessities, needs and enhancements as can be 
seen in Fig. 1. Essentials (ḍarūrāt) refer to absolute necessities; Needs (ḥājiyyāt) are necessities to a lesser extent; 
while Enhancements (taḥsīniyyāt) are dispensable needs that are desirable nonetheless for beautifying/facilitating 
purposes. At the level of Essentials, Sharʿīah necessitates that the five essential objectives—including religion (dīn), 
life (nafs), progeny (nasl), property or wealth (māl) and intellect (ʿaql)—should be preserved. This is the traditional 
Maqāṣid classification (Fig.  2) given among others by al-Ghazzāli. Whatever has the potential to cause harm to any 
of the five objectives is strongly prohibited.

The Essentials are critical for the preservation and sustenance of the Maqāṣid; while Needs and Necessities sup-
port and complement the Essentials; and finally, Enhancements complement the Essentials, while making improve-
ments to the five objectives. The Essential elements have priority over Need elements, which are to be prioritized 
over Enhancements. It is also important to note that the three categories are not absolute and vary depending on 
the circumstances of individuals and societies; however, the good of the community always has priority over the 
good of an individual.

In addition, Maqāṣid can also be classified according to the scope of the people included in purposes and the 
level of universality of the purposes [6]. For example, a famous Islamic scholar Ibn Ashur gave the Maqāṣid that 
are concerned with the community (ummah) priority over those that are concerned only with individuals. Some 
scholars such as Muhammad al-Ghazali have included justice and freedom in Maqāṣid at the level of necessities [6]. 
Some scholars have added the preservation of honor to the five popularly known necessities [6].

Fig. 2  Essential Necessities according to Maqāṣid of Islamic Law
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2.9  Maqāṣid based ethics for technology

The objectives at the level of essentials (necessity) [ḍarūrāt] are most important. Raquib [41] has proposed an Islamic 
Maqāṣid based ethical framework for technology that suggests a holistic analysis, keeping in mind that contem-
porary, late-modern technology, when seen from a broader lens, reshapes cultures, worldviews, ideas and even, 
redefines harms and benefits. She has derived various essentials/necessities (ḍarūrāt) of the human society from 
the Islamic tradition and classified it under the five central objectives developed by the classical Muslim scholars 
illustrated in Fig. 2. The content under each objective in Fig. 2 above, has been proposed by the author and is not 
an agreed upon list.

2.9.1  Harms and benefits

The Maqāṣid approach is closely linked with the concept of Maṣlaḥah (equivalent to ‘Benefit’ or ‘Human Good’) since one 
needs to have a thorough understanding of Human Good to evaluate an act using the Objectives of Sharʿīah. In cases 
where no direct textual reference from Qurʾān or Sunnah is available to sanction the desirability or undesirability of the 
situation, it should be judged by evaluating the Human Good (Maṣlaḥah) and Harm (Mafsadah). It is important to note 
that the Islamic idea of Benefit covers both individual and societal welfare in all their dimensions, therefore, when evalu-
ating the human good and harm, both individual and social contexts are considered in the light of customs and known 
practices in any given situation. Moreover, the priority is given to collective good over individual good, and prevention 
of collective harm has priority over prevention of individual harm and acquisition of collective good. To re-emphasize, if 
attaining good for an individual causes unintentional harm or even has a probability to cause harm to others, it would 
then be considered as prohibited. At this point, if we take a step back and review harms and benefits ensuing from the 
AI technologies, we observe that AI is assumed to result in many benefits and a few harms. We still do not get a clear 
answer on benefits and harms for whom? Is it sufficient if AI is only beneficial to the designers or developers or a certain 
sector of the society? For instance, if we consider the example of industrial robots, those may have benefitted industries 
by increasing efficiency that is also cheap, but have they also benefited the society as a whole, or have they resulted in 
mass unemployment?

2.9.2  Categorizing the ‘good’

Modern technology has blurred the lines between needs, wants and luxuries. The Maqāṣid theory makes this distinction 
by classifying ‘benefits’ or ‘good’, obtained from preserving the five objectives, in three categories: (1) essentials; (2) needs 
and necessities; and (3) enhancements.

For instance, in the case of AI, the use of AI for diagnosing diseases has been quite prevalent [28]. Automated diag-
nosis makes the process more efficient, that is, diseases are diagnosed more quickly. The efficiency element is a benefit 
that ‘improves’ the process of saving lives, which is why we can categorize it as an Enhancement. However, in a scenario 
where a certain diagnosis goes wrong and an individual’s life is put at risk, then this risk causes harm to the Essential of 
the objective of Life. In simpler words, trying to save someone’s life is critical to preserving the objectives of life, whereas 
being efficient at saving someone’s life is an improvement. Therefore, applying the Islamic objectives ethics, the use of AI 
for disease diagnosis simply for the sake of scaling up efficiency would be avoided if it risks human lives more significantly 
than what would have been the case with a human doctor.

2.9.3  Blocking the means (Ṣadd al‑Ḍharai’)

Another important concept in the Objectives approach is of blocking the means to unlawful or unethical ends. The con-
cept allows for the process of identifying and eliminating any means that can possibly lead to corruption. However, unlike 
the traditional consequentialist approach, the end results are to be ‘judged in relation to the religio-ethical standard 
of the preservation of the five objectives’, which means the consequences are not evaluated merely on the basis of an 
individual’s idea of harm and benefit, but rather on a well-defined set of ethics that protect the objectives. For instance, 
an article published in Harvard Journal of Law and Technology discusses an application of machine learning in criminal 
justice, where recidivism-risk score is used as an input to make sentencing decisions [12]. In this case, there is a risk of 
greater harm if an individual is wrongly sentenced. The principle of Ṣadd al-Ḍharaiʿ (blocking of means), will prohibit 
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such a system since the end could result in compromising an individual’s life, which is one of the five objectives that 
needs to be preserved.

2.10  Islamic Maqasid based virtue ethics for AI approach

What remains absent from the recent efforts on virtue ethics is the study of the rich body of literature on virtue ethics 
produced in the medieval and premodern Islamic world [9]. Scholars from the Islamic tradition including intellectual 
giants such as al-Ghazzāli [3], al-Shāṭibī [4], and Shāh Walīullah [46], had comprehensive and nuanced philosophical 
thinking, particularly in the areas of human psychology, divine providence, morality, spirituality, and virtue. The Islamic 
idea of virtue is infused throughout the ethical-spiritual system within the broader framework of Islamic Sharia which 
is the embodiment of the Islamic worldview. The objective or Maqāṣid based ethics rooted in the Islamic metaphysics 
articulates that the human beings, the universe, and the creation of this world, all have their purposes and objectives 
(i.e., they have maqāsid). This distinguishes Maqāṣid based ethics and enables it to put standards of virtue based on 
Islamic guidance into practice. The Islamic virtue ethics, as part of Maqāṣid discourse, needs to be formally developed. 
The methodology proposed below aims to provide a virtue theory grounded in a foundational yet broad normative 
framework, rationally derived from an inductive reading of the Islamic scriptural sources.

When we conceptualize virtue-based ethics within the Islamic tradition, we mean an ethical framework to settle the 
hierarchy of values within the social realm that is then concretized by a societal mechanism of inculcating virtues within 
individuals resulting in virtuous collectivities, who can uphold the Islamic ethical objectives in their individual and col-
lective lives. We, in this paper, frame the Maqāṣid al-Sharʿīah (objectives of the Islamic Sharʿīah) as the normative ethical 
framework to define what exactly are the values that AI technology needs to seek, in the social realm, that the designers, 
developers, engineers, policy makers and users can then translate into actions through their virtuous dispositions. The 
cultivation of virtues, although reliant on an experiential learning through life challenges and opportunities, would in this 
instance be informed by the Maqāṣid ethics framework and the general virtues, agreed upon by the major religious and 
secular ethical traditions, could be integrated within the broad umbrella of the five or six maqāṣid (objectives) (shown 
in Fig. 2), specifically under the religious objective of tazkiyah (self-purification).

The technomoral virtues required for technomoral wisdom, referred to in the previous section and having a global 
appeal, can be appropriated from within the Maqāṣid framework, so that the ethical values in the form of maqāṣid 
(objectives) help in the virtuous character making of the societal members. These virtues would then enable them to 
build a technomoral society as they live by those values and integrate those in their individual and collective choices. 
The objectives and the general virtues overlap in this proposed scheme with the technomoral virtues becoming a subset 
of both. Abdur Rahmane Taha emphasizes the practical dimension that is the praxis informed by deep thinking or the 
theory and in turn informing the theory. The expression of self-worship and narcissism-of both the designers and users of 
technology—most evident in social media technologies, will find further reification in AI applications meant for human 
mastery and control. Paradoxically, modern human subjects, at the pinnacle of self-love, surrender themselves to the 
techno-market forces, under the illusion of sovereignty, mastery, and control. He elaborates upon the kind of subjectivity 
to be formed that would allow the subjects to exercise enhanced moral-practical reasoning, so the virtues inform their 
moral decisions in the capacity of designers, engineers, and users of technology [17]: pp. 163–64, [47]: p. 62).

When it comes to evaluating the AI technology, a common approach is to view certain technologies in isolation and 
analyze their harms and benefits. The Islamic ethics outlines clear guidelines for all walks of life and is based on the origi-
nal sources of Islamic legislation, i.e., (1) the Holy Qurʾān; and (2) the Sunnah or Hadīth, which refers to the traditions of 
sayings, approvals, and actions reported from the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). The Islamic ethics endorses 
all dimensions of individual and social life, everything that is experienced either inwardly or outwardly falls within the 
jurisdiction of the Islamic Law (Sharʿīah). The scriptural sources are not univocal and there are areas of non-consensus, 
still since the source of Islamic ethics and law is divine, it gives way to a divine unity among Muslims where they can 
always refer to the Scripture to build consensus, specifically in unprecedented situations.
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3  Discussion

3.1  Challenges in operationalizing AI ethics

Most contemporary AI development, globally, takes place mostly in pursuit of economic incentives in partial, if not 
complete, isolation from fundamental ethical discourses. As a result, ethical questions are ignored and sidelined until 
real economic (or material) costs are attached to the equation. Beyond initiating AI ethics conversations by questioning 
the larger schema that orders our world, there is a more pragmatic hurdle that AI developers face. The unavailability of 
any complete pre-existing tool or methodology that can be readily used by AI developers to test the ethical nature of 
their project is a bitter ground reality. Although several documents addressing ethics in AI have been produced—includ-
ing Montreal Declaration,5  OECD Council Recommendation on Artificial Intelligence6 —most documents contain only 
abstract normative principles [20]. These documents have still not been translated into a tool or methodology that can 
be used by AI developers, universally, to check the ethical nature of their projects [31].

Nonetheless, Jobin et al. [20] have noted, after review of 84 such documents, that more than half of them feature the 
shared themes of transparency, justice and fairness, non-maleficence, responsibility, and privacy. In addition, Floridi 
et al. [13] have reported that most of these ethical principles converge around five principal virtues: (1) transparency, (2) 
justice and fairness, (3) non-maleficence, (4) responsibility, and (5) privacy. From this fragile consensus we understand 
that a mutual foundation on AI ethics can be built to evaluate deliverables and communicate expectations [32]. The 
consensus on these ethical principles, although universal only to a limited degree, is something that is reiterated across 
governmental bodies, academia, and tech-industry [32]. However, the question of how to translate the principles into 
practice still remains unanswered.

The said documents, even if they converge upon certain ethical principles, exclusively create normative ethical dis-
courses around the development of AI. These discourses are essentially treated as mere guidelines as the independent 
development of these guidelines into tools or methods, by any enterprise, is very challenging and are deemed by some 
as overheads. These overheads are further seen undesirable as they offer no short-term commercial incentives whereby 
the advantage of developing an ethically aligned AI remains unclear [32]. To respond to this dilemma, Morley et al. use 
the idea of fragile consensus, as stated above, to develop a universally applicable Applied AI Ethics typology around the 
five ethical principles. However, their efforts are met with complications like uneven distribution of tools across different 
stages of project development to ethically assess the AI project whereby evaluation at certain stages for certain ethical 
principles is harder. Moreover, their typology suggests a neat distinction between the different stages of technological 
innovation, which may not be the case.

3.2  Need for holistic value and purpose based analysis of AI

Since the early 20th century, many paradigms, including positivism, have seen their entry and exit in the larger academia. 
The scientistic belief that the ultimate reality of the universe and its meaning can only ever be seen through the scien-
tific lens reduces all human experience to just an array of scientific phenomena. But the purported “value neutrality” 
of science and technology, its promise of “absolute objectivity”, and assurance of a suffering-free world as a reward to 
believe in its forces, has never seen itself really be questioned or revisited axiologically. Under this broader philosophical 
discourse then, we can observe why any attempt to evaluate AI would only evaluate its external, objective embodiments 
(i.e., performance, speed, and efficiency).

Yet any such template would fail to truly evaluate AI’s broader, more intrinsic, implications on human societies for 
these call upon value judgements to be made which, if given, would be antithetical to the very nature of the tech-
nological template of evaluation that claims value neutrality. The evaluation of AI technologies thus must take place 
using a framework that is other than that which is technological/scientific. Instead, a framework that embodies a more 
comprehensive and holistic understanding of human nature and experience—such as the techno-moral framework of 
virtues and habits that this paper develops through the Islamic perspective—must be used for holistically analyzing AI.

The charter of human well-being, when erroneously defined in scientific and technological terms, is often seen cap-
tured through numbers as attempted in neoliberal economics, among other soft sciences. By trying to conclusively 

5 https:// www. montr ealde clara tion- respo nsibl eai. com/ the- decla ration.
6 https:// www. oecd. org/ going- digit al/ ai/ princ iples.

https://www.montrealdeclaration-responsibleai.com/the-declaration
https://www.oecd.org/going-digital/ai/principles
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argue the human condition in different countries using various, but almost always reductive, figures such as the gross 
domestic product (GDP), secular-modernists failed to truly capture the human experience for they were only able to 
inspect a singular dimension. We must be wary of opting for a similar approach for AI noting that the very same under-
taking eventually became part of the 1960’s developmental discourse—consequential to the fragmented evaluation of 
the developing world that led many countries to pursue secularist neo-liberal economic goals that were detrimental to 
their populaces and only exacerbated scars left by colonization whilst setting the stage for neocolonialism.

This then points us to another problematic aspect of AI which is its potential to quickly spread across the globe becom-
ing a paradigm on its own that affects the human race changing the very scheme of economic and social structures gov-
erning the world currently to make them even more inequitable. This can be loosely, if not completely, inspected through 
different phenomena including the digital divide, which provides an insight into how newly arising techno-structural 
inequalities may look like. The progress and pervasiveness of AI may aggravate phenomena like the digital divide and 
other sorts of inequalities resulting in more harm (e.g., job losses) than good (principally, increased efficiency). Thus AI, 
even though it is viewed often as a value neutral tool, has the potential to act as a catalyst for growing techno-capitalism 
that reinforces the inequalities of late-capitalism and the emerging surveillance capitalism.

The evaluation of AI and the subsequent techno-moral virtues and habits then must come from beyond the confines 
of Silicon Valley technologists who celebrate anti and post-humanistic libertarian capitalist values that predominantly 
rest on a continuance of late-capitalism and consumerism. Well-being and good life, within these trenches is defined as 
a blind pursuance of efficiency and commodification [14]. Instead, to truly evaluate AI, we must readjust our understand-
ing of well-being and good life as offered by various ethical approaches. Whilst the former would evaluate AI based on 
techno-social norms that currently govern Silicon Valley—gross consumerism and surveillance capitalism [56], the latter 
would examine AI more broadly while considering the acute techno-social opacity we face [51]. Knowing the problems 
that feature themselves when well-being and ethics are understood and practiced through a utilitarian or deontological 
approach, two of the most popularly sought and studied ethical paradigms, a virtue ethics approach, as one presented 
in Islam, would seem a better alternative.

Auda [7] describes why it is important for Maqasid scholarship to avoid the traps of partialism and apologism (among 
other things). It is important to be purpose and objectives driven and this allows us to steer the present appropriately 
to the future. Thus, Maqasid based Islamic AI ethics should be holistic, comprehensive, dynamic, and future-oriented. 
Revelation anchors the Maqasid scholarship with a stable divinely-defined worldview, to which it can consistently return 
[7]. It is important to note that the purposes and objectives are multi-faceted and interweaved and active at the same 
time. The objectives cannot be considered in isolation. Thus, the objectives of preserving faith, life, mind, progeny, wealth, 
and dignity in the classic Maqasid framework should not be considered in isolation as if there is no interaction between 
them since such partialistic analysis can result in judgements that defy the established Islamic universal principles. Auda 
[7] highlights how a systems-focused holistic Maqasid methodology is needed to offset such partiality thinking that can 
emerge in human thought in general with Islamic Scholarship being no exception.

3.3  Salient points of agreement among Islamic AI ethics community

In December 2021, two of the authors of this paper (the first and last) were part of a team that convened the First 
International Conference on Islamic Ethics and Artificial Intelligence in Lahore, Pakistan.7 The conference was a hybrid 
online and in-person conference with participation from various Islamic scholars, Muslim AI professionals, AI ethicists, 
and experts in policy and design. In what follows, we report the salient agreements that emerged after two days of 
discussion between the participants in the First International Conference on Islamic Ethics and AI organized in Lahore, 
Pakistan in December 2021.

 1. AI has the potential for use that greatly benefits humanity and also potential for great harm.

7 The First International Conference on Islamic Ethics and AI. This conference was organized as part of the project “Culturally-informed 
pro-social AI regulation and persuasion framework for Pakistan and the Muslim world” funded by Facebook Research Ethics in AI Asia–Pacific, 
whose support as an unrestricted gift is gratefully acknowledged. We note that the sponsors did not set or influence the agenda of the 
conference in any way; the organizers have tried their best to engage relevant stakeholders and provide them an opportunity to provide 
independent critical input. The program schedule and material are available at https:// www. islam icaie thics. info/.

https://www.islamicaiethics.info/
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 2. AI technology acts as an amplifying force. AI can be used for doing social good or social evil much more forcefully 
than what is possible without AI.

 3. Problems wrought by technology will not be solved by technology alone. Ultimately people and their habits and 
mindset have to be transformed according to the higher values sought for the society.

 4. Benefits and harms, according to the Islamic perspective, include, but are not limited to, material and worldly con-
cerns.

 5. In an Islamic worldview, the human interests of religion, life, intellect, wealth, lineage, and dignity demand systemic 
preservation and protection through ethics, policies, and law.

 6. When venturing into new domains where there is potential for both benefit and harm, warding off harm has priority 
over gaining potential benefits, and harms and/or benefits known with certainty or high probability are prioritized 
over posited benefits or harms.

 7. AI should not be used to promote or aid injustice (ẓūlm) in any of its forms.
 8. AI should not be considered parochially with a narrow focus on the vested self-interests of any individual person 

or corporation or country.
 9. The big tech corporations, many of which have global users that outnumber large nations, are managed according 

to their own commercial interests. There must be national and international mechanisms, institutions, and agree-
ments, that help ensure that technology is used in a way that benefits all of humanity.

 10. Ethical use of AI cannot be realized just through principles. An entire system of complementary subsystems (moral, 
ethical, educational, economic, legal) promoting human-beneficial AI is needed.

 11. The effects of AI should be studied holistically with a universal outlook (ray al-kulli) focusing on individuals, com-
munities, and the environment. The focus on the universal outlook can provide a common ethical platform that 
allows alignment with other religious and ethical philosophies that emphasize human good and well-being.

 12. There is a need for a system that thinks for all humanity. Islam can provide this inclusive system that caters to and 
promotes the welfare of all humanity.

3.4  How Maqāṣid based Islamic virtue ethics can contribute?

Though the typology proposed by Morley et al. [32] fails to address certain problems, it provides a usable framework 
for how Islamic virtue-based ethics may be instantiated. We observe laws and regulations being composed following 
the typology proposed by Morley et al. can principally, and partially, be juxtaposed to the Islamic virtue-based ethics 
system. For instance, the principle of non-maleficence in many ways reflects the concept of Ṣadd al-Ḍharai’, with both 
emphasizing the prevention of harm. This similarity then suggests that there exists a great body of documents and lit-
erature that embodies the Islamic virtue-based ethics system. The central problem that arises in the schema of Morley 
et al. is not that of its logical incoherence, but of the structural limitations the tech industry imposes on any discourse 
on ethics. It is precisely this why they suggest short-termism to be a limitation that affects their typology. In retrospect, 
if the five ethical principles are enriched and complemented by the three-level Maqāṣid hierarchy—i.e., Essentials, Needs 
and Necessities; Enhancements—to evaluate the project at its different stages, a schema could be fashioned that would 
have the potential to be just robust enough to deal with the nuances their typology faces.

The Maqāṣid theory approach would necessitate a greater need to develop usable tools and methods to evaluate AI at 
different stages. Additionally, where the scope of the said typology was limited to the individual AI projects, the Maqāṣid 
theory approach would apply more broadly and will necessitate fundamental changes in the very lens in which AI is 
conceived. Questioning the why of the AI project, and how its benefits would become permanent, and would have to be 
evaluated at each stage of the project. Those who are pro self-driven automobiles, bring the argument that the rate of 
accidents is quite high with human drivers and this can be reduced by automated cars.8 In addition to not knowing with 
certainty if self-driven cars will cause less or more accidents, the ethical goal here does not only pertain to minimizing 
accidents, but also to inculcate responsibility and empathy in drivers who need to drive which is an equal social good 
for the healthy functioning of any society. If we do not morally train these individuals or drivers, then the automated 
cars might prevent road accident deaths but not the deaths these same individuals cause due to their intemperance or 
rage. The objectives-focused Islamic virtue ethics in practice would enable this foresight. By observing, and utilizing, the 
typology suggested by Morley et al., we realize that the Maqāṣid theory approach has a radically larger scope. Unlike 
most ethical discourses surrounding AI that remained focused on individual dimensions of AI, the Islamic virtue-based 
ethics system tries to mitigate the structures of inequality that remain pervasive in the tech industry. Under this system, 
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ethics is given a greater central stage in the individual’s private life whereby an individual’s ethical choices shape the 
society they live in; and in return, the society shapes the individual’s ethical choices. This continuous feedback mechanism 
ensures that the private individual is intimately tied to the social whereby the individual becomes the social. This then 
ensures that any structures of inequality, that are usually the limitations we encounter with suggesting an ethics system 
for AI, are quickly identified and rectified.

In addition to this, under this system, the very conception of what an incentive is, changes. We understand that the cur-
rent schema that orders the world requires any action, be it a social good or bad, to be motivated essentially by economic 
(or material) incentives. Resultantly many AI applications are developed without properly being evaluated for all their 
respective repercussions. However, under the Maqāṣidic Virtue theory, institutions, and corporations, would not evalu-
ate their laws or projects, respectively, on the basis of the economic incentive they create, but would have to be judged 
to see if it harms any of the five objectives that Sharʿīah has laid down. For instance, an AI that promises to preserve life 
(nafs), such as predictive policing aiming at protecting individuals, would also be evaluated for the potential harm it can 
cause to life (nafs), and check if predictive policing is leading to more people of color being arrested, jailed, or physically 
harmed [45]. The very outlook then with which AI is approached would be fundamentally different under such a system.

4  Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed how the ethical bankruptcy of the contemporary AI approaches, which proceed on a 
vision of innovation for the sake of novelty, profit, and economic growth, grounded in the contemporary neo-liberal 
late capitalist post-modern socio-economic thinking, has resulted in various ethically dire consequences. We describe 
how despite the resurgence of interest in virtue-based ethics for AI, previous works have not explored the rich Islamic 
tradition for insights. This paper presents a holistic, Islamic virtue-based ethics framework for AI that does not suffer from 
the problems plaguing consequentialist and deontological ethics, which both lack intention of virtue and goodness. 
This framework instead aims at the cultivation of virtuous individuals and communities that can work together to live a 
teleological purpose-driven life, where there is a shared conception of good.

Our Islamic virtue-based AI ethics framework builds upon the existing ethical work taking an objectives (Maqāṣid)-
focused approach. In this framework it is not just a set of desired or undesired consequences that would determine 
whether an AI application should be commercialized or not. We discuss how various ethical and religious traditions 
across time and space not only have similar critical stance toward the negative consequences of technologies but have 
lots of commonalities in their virtue ethics formulations, which can act as a potential template for developing a univer-
sally shared ethical standard for the development of AI. We believe an Islamic AI ethical framework is more likely to be 
adopted by the global Muslim population since a moral and legal ethical code rooted in the local culture, tradition, and 
values has a greater chance of being accepted rather than a code perceived to be foreign and alien. We also posit that 
incorporating ideas and engaging with the Islamic virtue-based AI framework will enrich the global AI ethics discourse 
and provide a basis for dialogue.
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